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ABSTRACT

Severe corneal damage due to any disease, infection or trauma; hampered the corneal

transparency causing visual impairment in millions of individuals worldwide. Massive shortage of

donors and immune rejection has led to the focus on generating tissue engineered replacement as

a novel therapeutic substitute.

In the work presented here, different approaches of tissue engineering have attempted to

accelerate the generation of tissue engineered corneal construct having close proximity to native

ultrastructure. The first approach was to develop a decellularized biological matrix with an intact

arrangement of collagen fibres having native topographic and ECM (extracellular matrix) cues for

better cell-ECM interactions with the aim of generating a biological scaffold. A new method of

direct perfusion with precisely controlled flow regime of detergent was developed to enhance the

efficiency of decellularization with minimal damage of ECM. Various conventionally used

decellularization methods including, TRITON (TRITON X-100) and sodium dodecylsulphate

(SDS) detergent based orbital shaker method and physical procedures; liquid nitrogen and freeze-

thaw, have also employed in order to do a comparative study with newly developed

decellularization protocol of direct perfusion. The unidirectional fluid flow assists in the effective

cellular removal as well as persuades the cells towards the apoptotic pathway. Further,

spectroscopy of directly perfused cornea was found similar to typically observed in untreated

corneas with abundant α-helical conformations while transitions towards random coils or β-sheet

conformations have occurred in other decellularization protocols that emphasize the efficacy of

direct perfusion over other methods. The optimized decellularized matrix was further reseeded
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with corneal stromal cells in dynamic condition; matrix was found biocompatible, supporting

adhesion and proliferation of reseeded cells. Thus, perfusion based decellularization protocol may

lead towards the development of an appropriate biological scaffold to engineer a corneal

equivalent.

The next strategy was based on simulation of stromal cell alignment along the topographical cues

of patterned substrate. Thus, in the second objective, surface topography was optimized to

spatially induce alignment of corneal stromal cells. Three different patterns of gelatin having

average diameters 80 µm, 100 µm and 140 µm were deposited using direct-write assembly

(DWA). However, corneal stromal cells cultured over patterned surfaces uniformly followed

deposited polymer alignment only in the patterns having fibre diameter <100 µm, thus, translating

the physical cues to the neighboring cells towards the physiologically relevant alignment.

Following these optimized pattern parameters, in the third objective, the customized

thermoresponsive polymeric surfaces were generated in order to fabricate the carrier free cell

sheets of functional keratocytes. The same technique i.e. DWA, was employed to deposit the

tailored viscoelsatic polymers of silk fibroin (SF), gelatin, silk-PolyNIPA and gelatin-PolyNIPA

in parallel patterns while the planar film casts from the same polymers were used as a control to

assess the impact of surface topology, incorporation of PolyNIPA imparted thermoresponsive

nature to the biopolymeric surfaces of silk and gelatin. Topographical cues from an aligned

fibrous substrate of silk-PolyNIPA and gelatin-PolyNIPA were found to channel the cell

alignment along the pattern while the rapid recovery of cell sheet was achieved in

thermoresponsive films of these hybrids with the transition of the surface characteristic by

altering temperature. Eventually, gelatin-PolyNIPA substrate was found more appropriate with

enhanced metabolic activity and ECM gene expression of corneal cells.
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Since, SF and keratin complimenting each other in transparency, mechanical, thermal stability

and cell binding efficiency, thus, stable conjugates of SF and keratin, have a high potential as

biomaterial for in vivo ocular surface regeneration. In that direction, in the fourth objective, a

tyrosinase mediated crosslinked blend of SF and keratin was purposed to be a promising

biomaterial with unique chemical structure and stability. Molecules of SF and keratin were found

to interact strongly at the stoichiometric ratio of SF:keratin::2:1 with 25 and 28 interaction sites as

predicted  in 2SCPAB and 1RKEAB models respectively which resulted in the formation of

energetically stable complex after tyrosinase cross-linking.

Taken together, bioengineering of corneal equivalent could be accelerated by using biological

scaffold generated by perfusion based decellularization while simulation of corneal architecture

could be achieved by guiding the parallel alignment of corneal cells with gelatin-PolyNIPA

patterns. Generation of SF-K-T crosslinked blend could assist in development of biomaterial for

future translational prospective.
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